I Love Tokyo
Yeah, reviewing a book i love tokyo could go to your close
contacts listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be
successful. As understood, talent does not recommend that you
have fantastic points.
Comprehending as with ease as harmony even more than
supplementary will manage to pay for each success. next-door to,
the pronouncement as capably as keenness of this i love tokyo can
be taken as competently as picked to act.

My Almost Flawless Tokyo
Dream Life - Rachel Cohn
2018-12-18
"I'm here to take you to live
with your father. In Tokyo,
Japan! Happy birthday!" In the
Land of the Rising Sun, where
high culture meets high kitsch,
and fashion and technology are
at the forefront of the First
World's future, the foreignborn teen elite attend ICS—the
International Collegiate School
of Tokyo. Their accents are
fluid. Their homes are
ridiculously posh. Their sports
games often involve a (private)
plane trip to another country.
They miss school because of jet
i-love-tokyo

lag and visa issues. When they
get in trouble, they seek
diplomatic immunity. Enter
foster-kid-out-of-water Elle
Zoellner, who, on her sixteenth
birthday discovers that her
long-lost father, Kenji Takahari,
is actually a Japanese hotel
mogul and wants her to come
live with him. Um, yes, please!
Elle jets off first class from
Washington D.C. to Tokyo,
which seems like a dream come
true. Until she meets her
enigmatic father, her way-toofab aunt, and her hyper-critical
grandmother, who seems to
wish Elle didn't exist. In an
effort to please her new family,
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Elle falls in with the Ex-Brats, a
troupe of uber-cool
international kids who spend
money like it's air. But when
she starts to crush on a boy
named Ryuu, who's frozen out
by the Brats and despised by
her new family, her already
tenuous living situation just
might implode. My Almost
Flawless Tokyo Dream Life is
about learning what it is to be
a family, and finding the inner
strength to be yourself, even in
the most extreme
circumstances.
Tokyo Geek's Guide - Gianni
Simone 2017-07-11
Tokyo is ground zero for
Japan's famous "geek" or otaku
culture--a phenomenon that
has now swept across the
globe. This is the most
comprehensive Japan travel
guide ever produced which
features Tokyo's geeky
underworld. It provides a
comprehensive run-down of
each major Tokyo district
where geeks congregate, shop,
play and hang out--from hi-tech
Akihabara and trendy Harajuku
to newer and lesser-known
haunts like chic Shimo-Kita and
i-love-tokyo

working-class Ikebukuro.
Dozens of iconic shops,
restaurants, cafes and clubs in
each area are described in
loving detail with precise
directions to get to each
location. Maps, URLs, opening
hours and over 400 fascinating
color photographs bring you
around Tokyo on an
unforgettable trip to the
centers of Japanese manga,
anime and geek culture.
Interviews with local otaku
experts and people on the
street let you see the world
from their perspective and
provide insights into Tokyo and
Japanese culture, which will
only continue to spread around
the globe. Japanese pop
culture, in its myriad forms, is
more widespread today than
ever before--with J-Pop artists
playing through speakers
everywhere, Japanese manga
filling every bookstore; anime
cartoons on TV; and toys and
video games, like Pokemon Go,
played by tens of millions of
people. Swarms of visitors
come to Tokyo each year on a
personal quest to soak in all
the otaku-related sights and
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enjoy Japanese manga, anime,
gaming and idol culture at its
very source. This is the go-to
resource for those planning a
trip, or simply dreaming of
visiting one day!
Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo Ted W. Lawson 2011
From the Publisher: Ted W.
Lawson's classic Thirty
Seconds Over Tokyo appears in
an enhanced reprint edition for
the sixtieth anniversary of the
legendary Doolittle Raid on
Japan. "One of the worst
feelings about that time," Ted
W. Lawson writes, "was that
there was no tangible enemy. It
was like being slugged with a
single punch in a dark room,
and having no way of knowing
where to slug back." He added,
"And, too, there was a helpless,
filled-up, want-to-do-something
feeling that [the Japanese]
weren't coming -- that we'd
have to go all the way over
there to punch back and get
even." Which is what "the
Tokyo Raiders" did. Lawson
gives a vivid eyewitness
account of the unorthodox
assignment that eighty-five
intrepid volunteer airmen
i-love-tokyo

under the command of
celebrated flier James H.
Doolittle executed in April
1942. The plan called for
sixteen B-25 twin-engine
medium bombers of the Army
Air Forces to take off from the
aircraft carrier Hornet, bomb
industrial targets in Japan, and
land at airfields in China. While
the raid came off flawlessly,
completely surprising the
enemy, bad weather, darkness,
and a shortage of fuel caused
by an early departure took a
heavy toll on the raiders. For
many, the escape from China
proved a greater ordeal. This
anniversary edition features a
foreword by noted aviation
writer Peter B. Mersky and an
introduction by Mrs. Ellen R.
Lawson, Ted Lawson's widow,
as well as twice as many
photographs as the original
book, several published here
for the first time.
I love Tokyo Disneyland - 1992
From Little Tokyo, with Love
- Sarah Kuhn 2021-05-11
One of PEOPLE Magazine's
Best Books of Summer! "I
absolutely adored this funny,
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fierce, big-hearted book.”
—Morgan Matson, New York
Times bestselling author of
Save the Date Celebrated
author Sarah Kuhn reinvents
the modern fairy tale in this
intensely personal yet hilarious
novel of a girl whose search for
a storybook ending takes her to
unexpected places in both her
beloved LA neighborhood and
her own guarded heart. If
Rika's life seems like the
beginning of a familiar fairy
tale—being an orphan with two
bossy cousins and working
away in her aunts'
business—she would be the
first to reject that foolish
notion. After all, she loves her
family (even if her cousins
were named after Disney
characters), and with her
biracial background, amazing
judo skills and red-hot temper,
she doesn't quite fit the
princess mold. All that changes
the instant she locks eyes with
Grace Kimura, America's
reigning rom-com sweetheart,
during the Nikkei Week
Festival. From there, Rika
embarks on a madcap
adventure of hope and
i-love-tokyo

happiness—searching for clues
that Grace is her long-lost
mother, exploring Little
Tokyo's hidden treasures with
cute actor Hank Chen, and
maybe . . . finally finding a
sense of belonging. But fairy
tales are fiction and the real
world isn't so kind. Rika knows
she's setting herself up for
disappointment, because happy
endings don't happen to girls
like her. Should she walk away
before she gets in even deeper,
or let herself be swept away?
Tokyo Love - Diana Jean
2016-07-25
When Kathleen Schmitt is
promoted to project lead at
Mashida INTL for the Personal
Love Companion (PLC), a lifesized, hyper-realistic dating
doll, she must relocate to
Tokyo. Trying not to get lost in
translation is quite the culture
shock for this born-and-bred
Midwesterner. She's surprised
when her boss asks her to beta
test the new dolls--an
assignment that requires
having her brain scanned so
the company can fashion a
personalized doll based on her
innermost desires. But most
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surprising of all: her test PLC
turns out to be a woman--one
who looks and acts remarkably
like her neighbor and
coworker, Yuriko Vellucci.
American-born Yuriko is a
former transplant herself and
is sympathetic to the
difficulties of adjustment--to a
point. Kathleen is about the
most pathetic foreigner this
engineer's ever met. She
clearly needs Yuriko's help and
expertise if this transition--and
the PLC project--is to be a
success. With Yuriko to show
her the way, Kathleen will
learn to socialize at an izakaya,
find the best onsen in Nikko,
party at a matsuri, buy
doujinshii in Akihabara, and
fall in love with a country so
very different from her own.
But can she also learn how to
confess her love for the person
who showed it to her?
Sensuality Level: Sensual
Tokyo Heist - Diana Renn
2013-06-13
The perfect mystery for fans of
Ally Carter's Heist Society
When sixteen-year-old Violet
agrees to spend the summer
with her father, an up-andi-love-tokyo

coming artist in Seattle, she
has no idea what she's walking
into. Her father's newest
clients, the Yamada family, are
the victims of a high-profile art
robbery: van Gogh sketches
have been stolen from their
home, and, until they can
produce the corresponding
painting, everyone's lives are in
danger--including Violet's and
her father's. Violet's search for
the missing van Gogh takes her
from the Seattle Art Museum,
to the yakuza-infested streets
of Tokyo, to a secluded inn in
Kyoto. As the mystery thickens,
Violet's not sure whom she can
trust. But she knows one thing:
she has to solve the mystery-before it's too late.
I love Tokyo Disneyland - 講談社
1990
I love Tokyo Disneyland - 1994
Indian Migrants in Tokyo Megha Wadhwa 2020-10-29
How does an extended stay in
Japan influence Indian
migrants’ sense of their
identity as they adapt to a
country very different from
their own? The number of
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Indians in Japan is increasing.
The links between Japan and
India go back a long way in
history, and the intricacy of
their cultures is one of the
many factors they have in
common. Japanese culture and
customs are among the most
distinctive and complex in the
world, and it is often difficult
for foreigners to get used to
them. Wadhwa focuses on the
Indian Diaspora in Tokyo,
analysing their lives there by
drawing on a wealth of
interviews and extensive
participant observation. She
examines their lifestyles, fears,
problems, relations and
expectations as foreigners in
Tokyo and their efforts to
create a 'home away from
home' in Japan. This book will
be of great interest to
anthropologists and
sociologists concerned with the
impact of migration on
diaspora communities,
especially those focused on
Japan, India or both.
Dodsworth In Tokyo - Tim Egan
2013-04-16
With trips to New York, Paris,
London, and Rome under their
i-love-tokyo

belts, Dodsworth and the duck
head for Japan: “The plane
glided over Mount Fuji. Tokyo
sparkled in the distance.
Dodsworth was a little
nervous.” Dodsworth has good
reason to be nervous—the duck
bumps into a rickshaw, falls
into a koi pond (he can’t swim),
and knocks over a tray of
wagashi! Readers will love the
slapstick humor and the oddcouple friendship between
Dodsworth and the duck. Four
engaging chapters of short
sentences, clean design, and
gem-like little paintings of the
Land of the Rising Sun make it
easy for early readers to enjoy
the journey.
From Little Tokyo, with Love
- Sarah Kuhn 2021-05-11
One of PEOPLE Magazine's
Best Books of Summer! "I
absolutely adored this funny,
fierce, big-hearted book.”
—Morgan Matson, New York
Times bestselling author of
Save the Date Celebrated
author Sarah Kuhn reinvents
the modern fairy tale in this
intensely personal yet hilarious
novel of a girl whose search for
a storybook ending takes her to
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unexpected places in both her
beloved LA neighborhood and
her own guarded heart. If
Rika's life seems like the
beginning of a familiar fairy
tale—being an orphan with two
bossy cousins and working
away in her aunts'
business—she would be the
first to reject that foolish
notion. After all, she loves her
family (even if her cousins
were named after Disney
characters), and with her
biracial background, amazing
judo skills and red-hot temper,
she doesn't quite fit the
princess mold. All that changes
the instant she locks eyes with
Grace Kimura, America's
reigning rom-com sweetheart,
during the Nikkei Week
Festival. From there, Rika
embarks on a madcap
adventure of hope and
happiness—searching for clues
that Grace is her long-lost
mother, exploring Little
Tokyo's hidden treasures with
cute actor Hank Chen, and
maybe . . . finally finding a
sense of belonging. But fairy
tales are fiction and the real
world isn't so kind. Rika knows
i-love-tokyo

she's setting herself up for
disappointment, because happy
endings don't happen to girls
like her. Should she walk away
before she gets in even deeper,
or let herself be swept away?
Tokyo Ghost #4 - Rick
Remender 2015-12-16
Life in paradise is cut short for
Led and Debbie, as a snake
from their past seeks
vengeance on the Constable.
Strange Weather in Tokyo Hiromi Kawakami 2017-11-01
Shortlisted for the 2013 Man
Asian Literary Prize, Strange
Weather in Tokyo is a story of
loneliness and love that defies
age. Tsukiko, thirty–eight,
works in an office and lives
alone. One night, she happens
to meet one of her former high
school teachers, "Sensei," in a
local bar. Tsukiko had only
ever called him "Sensei"
(""Teacher""). He is thirty
years her senior, retired, and
presumably a widower. Their
relationship develops from a
perfunctory acknowledgment
of each other as they eat and
drink alone at the bar, to a
hesitant intimacy which tilts
awkwardly and poignantly into
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love. As Tsukiko and Sensei
grow to know and love one
another, time's passing is
marked by Kawakami's gentle
hints at the changing seasons:
from warm sake to chilled
beer, from the buds on the
trees to the blooming of the
cherry blossoms. Strange
Weather in Tokyo is a moving,
funny, and immersive tale of
modern Japan and
old–fashioned romance.
Tokyo Street Style - Yoko
Yagi 2018-04-03
Tokyo is home to a creative and
daring street-style scene, rich
with subcultures and shaped by
constant motion. In Tokyo
Street Style, fashion writer
Yoko Yagi explores influential
trends, covering an eclectic
range of styles from kawaii
cute to genderless looks, while
designers, editors, models,
stylists, and other important
personalities in the Tokyo
fashion scene share their
individual approaches to style
in interviews. Moving from a
glimpse of the outrageous
fashion found on the streets of
Harajuku to everyday-chic
work and weekend attire, this
i-love-tokyo

comprehensive guide offers a
lively overview of an
extraordinary urban culture
with a rich collection of
inspirational photographs and
practical guidance for
cultivating Tokyo style, no
matter where you live.
Concluding with a curated
selection of the best boutiques
and vintage stores, along with
some of the most fashionable
places to eat and drink, Tokyo
Street Style is a colorful
lookbook and travel guide filled
with insight from Japan’s most
fascinating tastemakers.
I love Tokyo - La Pina
2017-04-03T00:00:00+02:00
Se non siete mai stati in
Giappone, se ci siete già andati
mille volte, se Tokyo è il vostro
sogno nel cassetto, se non ve
ne potrebbe fregare di meno,
QUESTO LIBRO FA PER VOI
La cosa che La Pina ama di più
nella vita, dopo suo marito, è il
Giappone. Ci va da quando era
ragazzina e nei suoi molti
viaggi ha visto tanto e imparato
ancora di più. È qui per
condividerlo con noi. SIETE
PRONTI A EMOZIONARVI? «I
love Tokyo è una canzone
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d’amore. L’amore mio per il
Giappone e per questa città in
particolare. Mettere piede a
Tokyo è un flash, perché è
come entrare nei cartoni
animati che guardavamo da
piccoli. Le divise alla
marinaretta, i dolcetti, le
scritte fluo, le ragazze carine, i
ragazzi timidi… È tutto
esattamente così! Sono stata in
Giappone quarantatré volte. Ho
deciso di scrivere questo libro
perché in questi anni ho fatto
da madrina ai viaggi di amici e
amiche. Ho disegnato loro
centinaia di mappe sui
tovaglioli dei ristoranti, ho
consigliato dove fare shopping,
indicato le strade dove
perdersi, i parchi dove
riposarsi e, stremata all’idea di
dover continuare a farlo, ho
detto ‘Ok, lo faccio una volta
per tutte!’. Ma l’ho fatto anche
per me. Per dare un ordine,
anche se mio, a tutto quello
che questo posto mi ha dato. E
poi perché Tokyo se lo merita.
Più di Tokyo amo solo Emi, mio
marito. A lui ho chiesto di
comporre la musica per questa
canzone d’amore. Con I love
Tokyo potrete organizzare il
i-love-tokyo

vostro primo viaggio, visitare la
città senza muovervi dal divano
o ritornarci, ricordarla,
rivedere sotto altri punti di
vista questa meravigliosa
capitale asiatica. Vi chiedo solo
una cosa: trattatemela bene e
amatela come la amo io. I love
Tokyo!» La Pina La colonna
sonora di Emiliano Pepe e
contenuti speciali video
accessibili via QR Code
The Book of Tokyo - Hideo
Furukawa 2015-06-12
A shape-shifter arrives at
Tokyo harbour in human form,
set to embark on an
unstoppable rampage through
the city’s train network… A
young woman is accompanied
home one night by a reclusive
student, and finds herself lured
into a flat full of eerie Egyptian
artefacts… A man suspects his
young wife’s obsession with
picnicking every weekend in
the city’s parks hides a darker
motive… At first, Tokyo
appears in these stories as it
does to many outsiders: a city
of bewildering scale, aweinspiring modernity, peculiar
rules, unknowable secrets and,
to some extent, danger.
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Characters observe their fellow
citizens from afar, hesitant to
stray from their daily routines
to engage with them. But
Tokyo being the city it is,
random encounters inevitably
take place – a naïve book
collector, mistaken for a
French speaker, is drawn into a
world he never knew existed; a
woman seeking psychiatric
help finds herself in a taxi with
an older man wanting to share
his own peculiar revelations; a
depressed divorcee accepts an
unexpected lunch invitation to
try Thai food for the very first
time… The result in each story
is a small but crucial change in
perspective, a sampling of the
unexpected yet simple pleasure
of other people’s company. As
one character puts it, ‘The
world is full of delicious things,
you know.’
The Little Teashop in Tokyo
(Romantic Escapes, Book 6) Julie Caplin 2020-06-11
‘Up there with the best of
them...A big, fat five stars from
me’ Sue Moorcroft ‘An
irresistible slice of escapism’
Phillipa Ashley
Tokyo Doesn't Love Us
i-love-tokyo

Anymore - Ray Loriga
2007-12-01
A cult figure in Europe and
Spain's hottest talent, Ray
Loriga, impresses the literary
world with each new work of
his innovative fiction. With his
intense new novel Tokyo
Doesn't Love Us Anymore,
Loriga lays bare the world we
live in, the drug culture that
surrounds us, the nature of
forgetfulness, and the
implacable tyranny of
emotions. Set in the very near
future, it is the story of a
traveling salesman floating
from arid Arizona parking lots
to steamy Bangkok bars to
peddle the hottest new
commodity for a group known
only as The Company. What he
has is a drug that erases
memory. You can choose your
oblivion, be it one mistake or a
lifetime of pain, but things
become hazy when our hero
begins sampling the goods and
reaches the point where he
can't even remember what it is
he cannot remember. A pitchperfect mood piece for our
times, quickened with his
graceful and hypnotic prose,
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Loriga is tackling nothing less
than the question of what it
means to be human when
everything, including human
identity, can be bought. This is
a novel as compelling as they
come from a writer who is not
to be forgotten.
I love Tokyo Disneyland 1995
From Tokyo with Love - Julia
K. Stein 2022-09-30
Tokyo Rock Catwalk - Corcoro
Books 2008
Visual Kei refers to a Japanese
pop music movement
characterized by eccentric,
flamboyant looks, striking
make-up, unusual hair styles
and elaborate costumes
coupled with androgynous
aesthetics. Tokyo Rock Catwalk
is the first ever book to fully
introduce this made-in-Japan
pop culture to an overseas
audience. Along with stunning
full-color pinup pics and photos
from some of the most exciting
live performances, members of
Visual Kei bands and some of
their most loyal fans talk about
where this phenomenon came
i-love-tokyo

from, how it fits into Japanese
society, and how the West is
waking up to this outrageous
movement.
I love Tokyo - La Pina 2019
Tokyo Ever After - Emiko Jean
2021-05-18
Emiko Jean’s New York Times
bestseller and Reese Book Club
Pick Tokyo Ever After is the
“refreshing, spot-on” (Booklist,
starred review) story of an
ordinary Japanese American
girl who discovers that her
father is the Crown Prince of
Japan! Izumi Tanaka has never
really felt like she fit in—it isn’t
easy being Japanese American
in her small, mostly white,
northern California town.
Raised by a single mother, it’s
always been Izumi—or Izzy,
because “It’s easier this
way”—and her mom against
the world. But then Izumi
discovers a clue to her
previously unknown father’s
identity...and he’s none other
than the Crown Prince of
Japan. Which means
outspoken, irreverent Izzy is
literally a princess. In a
whirlwind, Izumi travels to
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Japan to meet the father she
never knew and discover the
country she always dreamed of.
But being a princess isn’t all
ball gowns and tiaras. There
are conniving cousins, a
hungry press, a scowling but
handsome bodyguard who just
might be her soulmate, and
thousands of years of tradition
and customs to learn
practically overnight. Izumi
soon finds herself caught
between worlds, and between
versions of herself—back home,
she was never “American”
enough, and in Japan, she must
prove she’s “Japanese” enough.
Will Izumi crumble under the
weight of the crown, or will she
live out her fairy tale, happily
ever after? Look for the
bestselling sequel, Tokyo
Dreaming, out now.
Tokyo Friends - Betty Reynolds
2012
Tokyo Love Story - Julie
Blanchin Fujita 2021-02
A funny and intimate
travelogue of one woman's
unexpected adventures in
Japan. French illustrator Julie
Blanchin-Fujita arrived in
i-love-tokyo

Tokyo for what she thought
would be a one-year stint, and
ended up never leaving. In this
graphic novel-style memoir she
shares her love of Japan, while
depicting personal experiences
and stories from her life in
Tokyo--from the exotic (sumo
wrestlers, ramen, hot springs,
tatami mats, bentos, Japanese
trains, Mount Fuji,
earthquakes) to the everyday
(hanging out with friends,
moving houses, falling in love).
Her voyage of discovery in the
world's most exciting city will
appeal to a broad range of
readers--from those
contemplating a trip to Tokyo
and Japanophiles to fans of
graphic novels and anyone who
enjoys a good manga love
story. Packed with keen
cultural observations, this
enchanting story is told in both
English and Japanese--also
making it a great language
learning resource.
I love Tokyo Disneyland - 1997
I love Tokyo Disneyland '89 1988
Tokyo Love Story - Julie
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Blanchin Fujita 2021-03-16
A funny and intimate
travelogue of one woman's
unexpected adventures in
Japan. French illustrator Julie
Blanchin-Fujita arrived in
Tokyo for what she thought
would be a one-year stint, and
ended up never leaving. In this
graphic novel-style memoir she
shares her love of Japan, while
depicting personal experiences
and stories from her life in
Tokyo—from the exotic (sumo
wrestlers, ramen, hot springs,
tatami mats, bentos, Japanese
trains, Mount Fuji,
earthquakes) to the everyday
(hanging out with friends,
moving houses, falling in love).
Her voyage of discovery in the
world's most exciting city will
appeal to a broad range of
readers—from those
contemplating a trip to Tokyo
and Japanophiles to fans of
graphic novels and anyone who
enjoys a good manga love
story. Packed with keen
cultural observations, this
enchanting story is told in both
English and Japanese—also
making it a great language
learning resource.
i-love-tokyo

Hello I Love You - 2021-08-25
An award-winning travelogue
through Japan in search of love
For Hello I Love You, Berlinbased German photographer
Ludwig Nikulski (born 1989)
traveled through Japan
carrying a love letter. From
Tokyo to the east coast,
through the deserted region of
Fukushima, the west coast and
back to Tokyo, he showed the
letter to the people he met and
documented his search.
Tokyo New Wave - Andrea
Fazzari 2018-03-13
JAMES BEARD AWARD
WINNER • Showcasing the
new talent of Tokyo's vibrant
food scene, Andrea Fazzari
profiles 31 chefs who are
shaping the future of one of the
world's most dynamic cities. In
a luxe collection filled with
portraits, interviews, and
recipes, author and
photographer Andrea Fazzari
explores the changing
landscape of food in Tokyo,
Japan. A young and charismatic
generation is redefining what it
means to be a chef in this
celebrated food city. Open to
the world and its influences,
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these chefs have traveled more
than their predecessors, have
lived abroad, speak other
languages, and embrace social
media. Yet they still remain
distinctly Japanese, influenced
by a style, tradition, and terroir
to which they are inextricably
linked. This combination of the
old and the new is on display in
Tokyo New Wave, a
transporting cookbook and
armchair travel guide that
captures this moment in
Japanese cuisine and brings it
to a savvy global audience.
Tokyo Junkie - Robert Whiting
2021-04-20
Tokyo Junkie is a memoir that
plays out over the dramatic 60year growth of the megacity
Tokyo, once a dark, fetid
backwater and now the most
populous, sophisticated, and
safe urban capital in the world.
Follow author Robert Whiting
(The Chrysanthemum and the
Bat, You Gotta Have Wa, Tokyo
Underworld) as he watches
Tokyo transform during the
1964 Olympics, rubs shoulders
with the Yakuza and comes
face to face with the city’s dark
underbelly, interviews Japan’s
i-love-tokyo

baseball elite after publishing
his first best-selling book on
the subject, and learns how
politics and sports collide to
produce a cultural landscape
unlike any other, even as a new
Olympics is postponed and the
COVID virus ravages the
nation. A colorful social history
of what Anthony Bourdain
dubbed, “the greatest city in
the world,” Tokyo Junkie is a
revealing account by an
accomplished journalist who
witnessed it all firsthand and,
in the process, had his own
dramatic personal
transformation.
Tokyo Dreaming - Emiko Jean
2022-05-31
Return to Tokyo for a royal
wedding in Emiko Jean's New
York Times bestseller Tokyo
Dreaming, the sequel to Tokyo
Ever After When JapaneseAmerican Izumi Tanaka
learned her father was the
Crown Prince of Japan, she
became a princess overnight.
Now, she’s overcome conniving
cousins, salacious press, and
an imperial scandal to finally
find a place she belongs. She
has a perfect bodyguard turned
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boyfriend. Her stinky dog,
Tamagotchi, is living with her
in Tokyo. Her parents have
even rekindled their college
romance and are engaged. A
royal wedding is on the
horizon! Izumi’s life is a Tokyo
dream come true. Only. . . Her
parents’ engagement hits a
brick wall. The Imperial
Household Council refuses to
approve the marriage citing
concerns about Izumi and her
mother’s lack of pedigree. And
on top of it all, her bodyguard
turned boyfriend makes a
shocking decision about their
relationship. At the threat of
everything falling apart, Izumi
vows to do whatever it takes to
help win over the council.
Which means upping her newly
acquired princess game. But at
what cost? Izumi will do
anything to help her parents
achieve their happily ever
after, but what if playing the
perfect princess means
sacrificing her own? Will she
find a way to forge her own
path and follow her heart?
Tokyo Boogie-Woogie - Hiromu
Nagahara 2017-04-10
Emerging in the 1920s, the
i-love-tokyo

Japanese pop scene gained a
devoted following, and the
soundscape of the next four
decades became the audible
symbol of changing times. In
the first English-language
history of this Japanese
industry, Hiromu Nagahara
connects the rise of mass
entertainment with Japan’s
transformation into a postwar
middle-class society.
Tokyo Travel Sketchbook Amaia Arrazola 2020-03-03
Tokyo Travel Sketchbook
traces the journey of illustrator
and graphic designer Amaia
Arrazola on a four-week trip
through the beating heart of
Tokyo. When Arrazola accepts
a month long artist's residency
in the Japanese capital, she has
little idea of what to expect but
gamely packs her paints and
pencils and seizes the
opportunity to create an
illustrated diary of her time
there, filling the pages of her
sketchbooks with curious
images of life in the world's
largest city. This book provides
readers with a unique vision of
Japan's capital, as seen
through the eyes of an artist.
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Arrazola immerses herself in
the cult of Hello Kitty and the
pop-eyed charms of "Kawaii"
cute culture, while conveying
the collision of traditional and
modern Japanese culture in the
female Samurais she meets and
draws. The city's cultural
curiosities come alive in a
metropolis that is ever on the
go, as she browses sex shops,
drinks pink coffee, eats
spaghetti sandwiches and
photographs subway sleepers.
Throughout her explorations,
Arrazola uses the concept of
wabi sabi as a guiding
principle—coming to see her
own life and artworks as
examples of "flawed beauty"
and imperfectly perfect Zen
design. The result is a fresh,
often funny, one-of-a-kind look
at a city that works hard and
plays hard—in many surprising
ways. At the heart of Tokyo
Travel Sketchbook are two
contradictory Japans—the
glittering neon world of a hightech ultramodern society
existing side-by-side with a
nation where ancient tradition
holds sway and where the
unadorned, the simple and the
i-love-tokyo

silent are prized and
celebrated as much as the new,
the fashionable and the trendy.
These competing realities make
for a memorable visual journey
and a stunning souvenir of a
stranger's brief stay in a
strange land. From smoking
laws to high-tech toilets,
Arrazola finds beauty in the
weirdness and imperfection of
this modern metropolis.
*Recommended for readers
ages 14 & up*
I love Tokyo Disneyland 1993
I Love You So Mochi - Sarah
Kuhn 2020-05-05
Perfect for fans of Jenny Han
and Kasie West, I Love You So
Mochi is a delightfully sweet
and irrepressibly funny novel
from accomplished author
Sarah Kuhn. As sweet and
satisfying as actual mochi... a
tender love story wrapped up
in food, fashion, and family. I
gobbled it up. -- Maurene Goo,
author of The Way You Make
Me Feel Kimi Nakamura loves
a good fashion statement. She's
obsessed with transforming
everyday ephemera into Kimi
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Originals: bold outfits that
make her and her friends feel
like the Ultimate versions of
themselves. But her mother
disapproves, and when they get
into an explosive fight, Kimi's
entire future seems on the
verge of falling apart. So when
a surprise letter comes in the
mail from Kimi's estranged
grandparents, inviting her to
Kyoto for spring break, she
seizes the opportunity to get
away from the disaster of her
life. When she arrives in Japan,
she's met with a culture both
familiar and completely foreign
to her. She loses herself in the
city's outdoor markets, art
installations, and cherry
blossom festival -- and meets
Akira, a cute aspiring med
student who moonlights as a
costumed mochi mascot. And
what begins as a trip to escape
her problems quickly becomes
a way for Kimi to learn more
about the mother she left
behind, and to figure out where
her own heart lies. In I Love
You So Mochi, author Sarah
Kuhn has penned a delightfully
sweet and irrepressibly funny
novel that will make you squee
i-love-tokyo

at the cute, cringe at the
awkward, and show that
sometimes you have to lose
yourself in something you love
to find your Ultimate self.
I love Tokyo Disneyland 1991
The Love We Share Without
Knowing - Christopher Barzak
2008-11-25
In this haunting, richly woven
novel of modern life in Japan,
the author of the acclaimed
debut One for Sorrow explores
the ties that bind humanity
across the deepest divides.
Here is a Murakamiesque jewel
box of intertwined narratives in
which the lives of several
strangers are gently linked
through love, loss, and fate. On
a train filled with quietly
sleeping passengers, a young
man’s life is forever altered
when he is miraculously seen
by a blind man. In a quiet town
an American teacher who has
lost her Japanese lover to death
begins to lose her own self. On
a remote road amid fallow rice
fields, four young friends
carefully take their own
lives—and in that moment they
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become almost as one. In a
small village a disaffected
American teenager stranded in
a strange land discovers
compassion after an encounter
with an enigmatic red fox, and
in Tokyo a girl named Love
learns the deepest lessons
about its true meaning from a
coma patient lost in dreams of
an affair gone wrong. From the
neon colors of Tokyo, with its
game centers and karaoke
bars, to the bamboo groves and
hidden shrines of the
countryside, these souls and
others mingle, revealing a
profound tale of
connection—uncovering the
love we share without knowing.
Exquisitely perceptive and

i-love-tokyo

deeply affecting, Barzak’s
artful storytelling deftly
illuminates the inner lives of
those attempting to find—or
lose—themselves in an often
incomprehensible world.
Tokyo Love - Nan Goldin 1995
"I want to capture the joys of
life. Not"AIDS" or "cancer" or
"suffering" but joy. Closing my
eyes to those realities, I want
to bubble over with pleasure in
these pictures. I know that the
minute you let go, death comes
creeping up from behind. But I
want to have a ball anyway.
That's exactly what I thought it
would be like to work wiht Nan
Goldin. Not to depict death."
Nobuyoshi Araki
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